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We represent random vectors Z that take values in Rn&[0] as Z=RY, where
R is a positive random variable and Y takes values in an (n&1)-dimensional space
Y. By fixing the distribution of either R or Y, while imposing independence between
them, different classes of distributions on Rn can be generated. As examples, the
spherical, lq -spherical, "-spherical and anisotropic classes can be interpreted in this
unifying framework. We present a robust Bayesian analysis on a scale parameter in
the pure scale model and in the regression model. In particular, we consider robust-
ness of posterior inference on the scale parameter when the sampling distribution
ranges over classes related to those mentioned above. Some links between Bayesian
and sampling-theory results are also highlighted.  2001 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 62F15; 60E05.
Key words and phrases: posterior distribution; scale invariance; scale model;
regression model.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates perfectly robust Bayesian inference on scale
parameters. We shall call an inference procedure robust if it is not affected
by changes in the sampling distribution over a particular class. Thus, we
are not considering robustness with respect to the data (extreme observa-
tions), or with respect to the prior specification, but we focus on exact
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robustness with respect to the specification of the sampling model. In
particular, we analyze what Berger (1985, p. 248) calls ‘‘model robustness’’.
In order to provide us with a natural way to define classes of sampling
distributions over which we investigate robustness, we will use the general
representation for points in Rn introduced by Ferna ndez, Osiewalski and
Steel (1997). They consider a one-to-one correspondence between points
z # Rn&[0] and pairs ( y, r), where r>0 and y is in some set Y, such that
z=ry. This implies that Y is an (n&1)-dimensional manifold, and different
choices of Y lead to different interpretations of r and y. For instance, if Y
is the unit sphere Sn&1, we obtain y=z&z&2 # Sn&1 and r=&z&2 , the
Euclidean or l2 -radius. This leads to the usual polar representation.
Another possibility would be to take Y= [x # Rn : &x&q # (ni=1 |xi |
q)1q
=1], the unit lq -sphere, for some q # [1, ), in which case r=&z&q
describes the lq -norm or lq -radius, whereas y=z&z&q is the corresponding
point on the unit lq -sphere.
The representation described here allows us to uniquely identify a
random variable Z that takes values in Rn&[0] with a pair (Y, R), where
R is a positive random variable and Y takes values in Y, through
Z=RY. (1.1)
This naturally leads to the definition of classes of n-variate distributions
characterized by fixing the distribution (marginal or conditional) of either
R or Y. Many well-known families of distributions can be generated in this
way while imposing, in addition, independence between R and Y. We now
discuss some of these classes.
We start by fixing the distribution of Y. Given a choice of Y and any
probability distribution P1 on Y, we define the class S as the following set
of random variables on Rn&[0]
S=[Z : Z=RY, with R>0 and Y # Y independent and Y
distributed as P1]. (1.2)
We now consider the class of distributions corresponding to the random
variables in S. By varying the choice of Y and P1 , we generate many
classes of multivariate distributions that have appeared in the literature. In
particular, we can mention the class of "-spherical distributions, introduced
in Ferna ndez, Osiewalski and Steel (1995) in the continuous case and
extended in Ferna ndez et al. (1997) to exactly fit in the framework of S in
(1.2). Let "( } ) be a scalar function, strictly positive for z # Rn&[0] and
such that "(:z)=:"(z) for all :>0 and z # Rn. The class of "-spherical
distributions corresponds to S with Y chosen as the unit "-sphere (i.e., the
set [z # Rn : "(z)=1]) for some given "( } ), and where the distribution P1
is given by Ferna ndez et al. (1997) in terms of a density on the polar
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angles. Performing simple calculations on the basis of the latter density we
can show that for any measurable set A on the unit "-sphere, P1(A) B B dz
where B=[z # Rn : "(z)1 and z"(z) # A], i.e., the probability of A is
proportional to the hypervolume that it generates inside the "-sphere. The
subclass of continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure) "-spherical
distributions comprises all densities that have "-spheres as isodensity
contours. Through judicious choices of "( } ) we can accommodate a wide
range of possible isodensity contours. As examples of "-spherical classes
that have been broadly studied and used in the literature we can mention
the spherical distributions, where "(z)=&z&2 is the Euclidean norm, the
elliptical distributions, which correspond to "(z)=(zTV &1z)12 for some
positive definite symmetric matrix V, and the lq -spherical distributions, for
which "(z)="q(z) with
"q(z)={\ :
n
i=1
|zi |q+
1q
if 0<q<,
(1.3)
max
i=1, ..., n
|zi | if q=,
i.e., the lq-norm when q1 and its generalization when 0<q<1. Outside the
framework of "-sphericity, the class of Liouville distributions [see e.g., Fang,
Kotz and Ng (1990, ch. 6)] corresponds to S with P1 a Dirichlet distribution
on the unit simplex (so that Z only takes values in the positive orthant).
There is an extensive literature devoted to the study of distributional and
robustness properties obtained for the general class S in (1.2) and the
particular examples just discussed. Without claiming to be exhaustive, we
can mention Kelker (1970) as an earlier reference on properties of spherical
and elliptical distributions. Work involving lq -spherical classes includes
Mendel (1989) and Barlow and Mendel (1994), who use these distributions
in the context of the operational Bayesian approach (which differs from the
standard Bayesian approach in that parameters are potentially observable
quantities), Osiewalski and Steel (1993), who establish perfect robustness
of Bayesian inference on regression parameters under the usual non-infor-
mative prior on scale, whereas Yue and Ma (1995) and Gupta and Song
(1997a) derive further distributional properties. Fang and Bentler (1991)
provide a largest characterization result in terms of the set S for spherical,
l1 -spherical and Liouville distributions, which is extended to general lq -
spherical classes by Gupta and Song (1997b). The Bayesian robustness
result on regression coefficients obtained by Osiewalski and Steel (1993)
was extended from lq - to v-sphericity by Ferna ndez et al. (1995) and, sub-
sequently, to the general class in (1.2) by Ferna ndez et al. (1997), who also
provide classical robustness results in this context. Ng and Fraser (1994)
derive similar results from a structural inference viewpoint and Takemura
and Kuriki (1996) develop classes of distributions similar to S using a
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group invariance approach. A recent paper by Fang and Li (1999)
examines Bayesian inference under non-informative priors in an elliptical
matricvariate setting, whereas Ferna ndez and Steel (1999) consider
independent sampling from a multivariate Student-t distribution. The
books by Fang et al. (1990) and Fang and Zhang (1990) are useful general
references.
In contrast with location and regression parameters, there has been
virtually no work on robust inference on scale parameters, and this will be
the aim of this paper. Most of our robustness results will not require the
independence between R and Y assumed in (1.2). We will then instead
consider the class
S =[Z : Z=RY, with R>0, Y # Y and Y distributed as P1]. (1.4)
Although S is much broader than S, the latter will typically constitute its
subclass of greater interest. As an illustration of this fact, the shape of the
isodensity sets is no longer preserved when we move from "-sphericity,
which is an example of S, to the associated class S .
We now consider classes of multivariate distributions which are
generated from the representation in (1.1) by choosing a particular dis-
tribution for R. Given a particular choice of Y and a fixed probability
distribution P2 on R+ , we define the class of random variables
R=[Z : Z=RY, with R>0 and Y # Y independent
and R distributed as P2]. (1.5)
Classes of distributions generated through choosing Y and P2 in (1.5) have
received much less attention in the literature than their counterparts based
on S in (1.2). The only example that we are aware of is the class of
anisotropic distributions introduced in Nachtsheim and Johnson (1988),
which exactly fits into the framework of (1.5), by choosing Y=S n&1 and
a - /2n distribution for the Euclidean radius R=&Z&2 . Note that
Normality, which corresponds to uniformity of Y=Z&Z&2 on Sn&1,
defines the intersection of the anisotropic and spherical classes. Similarly,
we can start from a situation where the n components of Z are inde-
pendently sampled from an exponential power distribution [see Box and
Tiao (1973, ch. 3)] with p.d.f.
pq(zi)={[2
1+1q1(1+1q)]&1 exp(&|zi | q2),
(12) I(&1, 1)(zi),
for 0<q<,
for q=,
(1.6)
where IA( } ) denotes the indicator function of the set A. If we then fix the
distribution of Y=Z"q(Z) and leave that of the lq-radius R="q(Z) free,
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but independent of Y, we generate an lq -spherical class, which is an
example of S in (1.2). Conversely, keeping R independent of Y and
distributed as (/22nq)
1q for finite values of q and as Beta(n, 1) for q=
[see Osiewalski and Steel (1993)], and letting the distribution of Y change,
we will define the class of lq -anisotropic distributions through (1.5), for any
given q # (0, ].
A more general version of the class R in (1.5) which will appear in
connection with our robustness results is given by
R8 =[Z : Z=RY, with R>0, Y # Y and R given Y distributed as PY2 ].
(1.7)
As was the case with (1.4), we have again relaxed the independence con-
straint. Note, however, that R in (1.5) is not a subset of R8 , but it is instead
obtained as a particular case where PY2 =P2 .
The remainder of the paper examines inference robustness on scale
parameters within classes of distributions generated as explained in this
section. Section 2 is devoted to the case of pure scale models, whereas the
more limited robustness results for a scale parameter in a regression model
are presented in Section 3. The final section groups some conclusions.
2. BAYESIAN INFERENCE IN THE SCALE MODEL
In this section we focus on independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
sampling from the scale model
Xi=_=i , i=1, ..., p, (2.1)
where =1 , ..., =p are i.i.d. n-dimensional variables with =i =
d = [the symbol =d
denotes equality in distribution, see Fang et al. (1990, subs. 1.2.2)]. The
distribution of = does not depend on the scale parameter _>0. Using (1.1),
we represent
=i=Ri Yi , i=1, ..., p, and ==RY.
Thus, whenever we refer to Yi , Ri , Y and R later in the section, it should
be understood in this way. With a slight abuse of notation, we will not
distinguish between the random variable _ and its realizations. The same
convention will apply to ; in Section 3.
We shall be concerned with robustness of inference on _ with respect to
the choice of the sampling distribution. The next theorem states our main
result.
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Theorem 1. Consider the scale model in (2.1), with the joint probability
distribution of (Y, R) factorized into the marginal distribution of Y, PY , and
the conditional distribution of R given Y, PR | Y . Then, under any _-finite
prior measure for _, the posterior distribution of _ given (X1 , ..., Xp),
provided it exists, does not depend on PY .
Proof. See Appendix. K
Theorem 1 establishes perfect robustness of posterior inference on the
scale parameter _ with respect to the choice of PY . We therefore obtain
exactly the same inference on _ under any distribution for = in a class R8
as in (1.7). Most practically relevant choices of this class are given through
R in (1.5), where independence between R and Y is assumed (this
corresponds to PR | Y=PR in the notation of Theorem 1). Thus, inference
on scale remains entirely unaffected by changes in the sampling distribution
within e.g., the anisotropic or any lq -anisotropic class. In simple terms,
Theorem 1 states that whenever we know the distribution of the ‘‘radius’’
R given the ‘‘direction’’ Y, we can conduct Bayesian inference on the scale,
irrespective of the particular distribution assigned to the ‘‘direction’’ Y.
From the proof of the theorem follows that the key to this result is the
product structure between the distributions of _ and Y1 , ..., Yp , which is
preserved under the transformation from (_, Y1 , R1 , ..., Yp , Rp) to (_, Y1 ,
41 , ..., Yp , 4p), where 4i=_Ri . Therefore, the conditional distribution of _
given (Y1 , 41 , ..., Yp , 4p), whenever it is defined, does not depend on PY .
Note that, since (Yi , 4i) are the coordinates of Xi in the chosen representation
of Rn, we can immediately derive the posterior distribution of _ given
(X1 , ..., Xp) from the conditional distribution of _ given (Y1 , 41 , ..., Yp , 4p).
If the prior distribution of _ is a probability measure, the posterior
distribution of _ given (X1 , ..., Xp) will always exist. However, if the prior
distribution of _ is improper, we require the predictive distribution [i.e.,
the marginal distribution of (X1 , ..., Xp)] to be _-finite in order to obtain
a proper posterior. From expression (A.2) in the Appendix we can deduce
that a necessary and sufficient condition for a _-finite distribution of
(Y1 , 41 , ..., Yp , 4p), and, thus, of (X1 , ..., Xp), is that there exist p sequences
of measurable sets in R+ , [C (l )i ]l # N (i=1, ..., p), such that l # N C
(l )
i =
R+ , for which
|

0
‘
p
i=1
PR | Y= yi[r : _r # C
(l)
i ] D_(d_)<, a.e.&(PY)
p, (2.2)
where D_ denotes the prior distribution of _. We stress that in most practical
situations the prior chosen for _ will either be a probability distribution, in
which case the posterior distribution is obviously defined, or the standard
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non-informative (Jeffreys’) prior, with density p(_) B _&1, which can be
shown from (2.2) to lead to a proper posterior even after just one observa-
tion from (2.1). For this particular prior, however, a more straightforward
proof of the existence of the posterior (after one observation X=_==_RY )
can be given as follows: Due to the invariance of this prior with respect to
scale transformations, the joint distribution of (4=_R, Y, R) is the
product measure
D(4, Y, R)=D4_P(Y, R)=D4 _PY _PR | Y , (2.3)
where D4 again has density p(*) B *&1. Thus, the conditional distribution
of R given (Y, 4) is just PR | Y , which is proper by assumption. This directly
implies that the distribution of _=4R given (Y, 4), or alternatively X, is
also well-defined.
Often, both PR | Y and the prior distribution of _ are given through
density functions (with respect to Lebesgue measure), say f2(r; Y ) and p(_),
respectively. The posterior distribution of _ given (X1 , ..., Xp) is then
characterized through the density
p(_ | X1 , ..., Xp) B p(_) ‘
p
i=1
1
_
f2 \4i_ ; Yi+ , (2.4)
where (Yi , 4i) are the coordinates of Xi , i=1, ..., p, which is well-defined
provided that
|

0
p(_) ‘
p
i=1
1
_
f2 \*i_ ; yi+ d_<,
for almost all ( y1 , ..., yp) with respect to (PY) p and almost all (*1 , ..., *p)
with respect to Lebesgue measure in R p+ . Clearly, the density in (2.4) does
not depend on the distribution of Y, PY , as we already knew from
Theorem 1.
To summarize our discussion so far, in the pure scale model in (2.1),
inference on _, whenever it can be conducted, does not depend on PY .
Therefore, posterior inference on _ is perfectly robust when the distribution
of the error term ==RY ranges within any class R8 in (1.7). To illustrate
this result, we now present an example concerning lq -anisotropic classes.
Example 2.1. Bayesian inference under independent sampling from an
lq -anisotropic scale model
Assume that p n-variate observations are generated from the scale model
(2.1), where the components of = are i.i.d. with an exponential power
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distribution as in (1.6) for some value q # (0, ]. For the scale parameter
_, we assume a proper prior, corresponding to
b_&qt/22aq , for some a, b>0, for q # (0, ), and
b_&1tBeta(a, 1), for some a, b>0, for q=.
Since we have a proper prior, the posterior distribution of _ will clearly
exist. In order to calculate the latter, we recall from Section 1 that the
distribution of R="q(=), with "q( } ) defined in (1.3), given Y=="q(=) is
characterized by the p.d.f.
f2(r; Y )=n {1 \1+nq+=
&1
2&nqrn&1 exp(&rq2), for 0<q<,
(2.5)
and by its limit
f2(r; Y)=nrn&1I(0, 1)(r), for q=. (2.6)
Direct calculations based on (2.4) lead to the posterior distribution of _,
described by
\b+ :
p
i=1
["q(Xi)]q+ _&q } (X1 , ..., Xp)t/22(a+ pn)q , for 0<q<,
(2.7)
and by
max[b, max
j=1, ..., n; i=1, ..., p
|X ji |] _&1 | (X1 , ..., Xp)
tBeta(a+np, 1), for q=, (2.8)
where Xji , j=1, ..., n, denote the n components of the i th observation Xi .
As long as the distribution of R given Y remains as in (2.5) or (2.6), i.e.,
when = ranges in the entire lq-anisotropic class for given q, Theorem 1 tells
us that the posterior distribution of _ does not change.
We note that in the limit as a and b both tend to zero, the kernels of our
prior densities of _ tend to p(_) B _&1, which corresponds to the standard
non-informative prior, and the posterior distributions of _ [in (2.7) and
(2.8)] tend to the sampling distributions for the pivots in the next example
[see (2.10) and (2.12) below], considered as a function of _.
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Let us now look at inference robustness in the scale model (2.1) from a
classical (sampling theory) perspective. In some applied statistics problems,
pivotal quantities can be found that are only a function of (R1 , ..., Rp).
Clearly, such quantities will be distribution-free as long as the marginal
distribution PR of R is fixed. Thus, we will directly obtain perfect robustness
under independent sampling from R in (1.5), and even in the wider class
where we fix the marginal distribution of R without, however, imposing
independence between R and Y. The latter class, say R , is the counterpart
of S in (1.4), where the marginal distribution of Y is fixed. Whereas R is
obviously much wider than R, the latter typically constitutes its most
interesting subclass.
Example 2.2. Classical inference under independent sampling from an
lq -anisotropic scale model
As in the previous example, we consider p i.i.d. replications from the
scale model in (2.1), where the n-vector = is the result of independent
sampling from an exponential power distribution, with fixed q # (0, ].
Writing =i=RiYi with Ri="q(= i) and Yi== i"q(=i), (2.5) directly leads to
\"q(Xi)_ +
q
=Rqi t/22nq , i=1, ..., p, for 0<q<, (2.9)
and taking the sum over all the observations
tq \X1_ , ...,
Xp
_ +#_&q :
p
i=1
["q(Xi)]q } _t/22npq . (2.10)
On the other hand, we know from (2.6)
maxj=1, ..., n |Xji |
_
=R i tBeta(n, 1), i=1, ..., p, for q=, (2.11)
where Xi=(X1i , ..., Xni) for i=1, ..., p, and maximizing across observations
t \X1_ , ...,
Xp
_ +#_&1[ maxj=1, ..., n; i=1, ..., p |Xji |] | _tBeta(np, 1). (2.12)
The pivotal quantities tq(X1 _, ..., Xp _), which could be used for inference
on _, only depend on (R1 , ..., Rp). As an immediate consequence, their
distributions remain as in (2.10) and (2.12) as long as the marginal dis-
tribution of R stays fixed as in (2.9) or, respectively, (2.11). If, in addition,
we impose independence between R and Y, we obtain perfect robustness
whenever = ranges in the lq -anisotropic class, for given q.
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We remark that the pivotal quantities considered here are only functions
of (R1=41 _, ..., Rp=4p _), where (41 , ..., 4p) denote the radial coordi-
nates of each of the observations in the representation chosen for Rn. As
a consequence, the sampling distributions of these pivotal quantities only
depend on the marginal distribution of R, PR , derived from P(Y, R) . This
immediately leads to robustness of classical inference on _ with respect to
the choice of the conditional distribution PY | R . On the other hand,
Theorem 1 establishes robustness of Bayesian inference on _ with respect
to the choice of the marginal distribution of Y, PY . Thus, our classical and
Bayesian robustness results refer to opposite factorizations of the joint dis-
tribution of P(Y, R) . From the proof of Theorem 1 we deduce, however, that
drawing inferences only on the basis of (41 , ..., 4p), the radial coordinates
of the observations, while discarding the data on (Y1 , ..., Yp), leads to a
loss of relevant information about _ if R and Y are not independent [see
also (2.4)]. This suggests using the conditional mode of structural
inference, outlined by Ng and Fraser (1994) for a different problem, where
the distribution of the pivotal quantity would be computed using PR | Y
instead of PR . Of course, if we only focus on distributions of the error term
==RY that impose independence between R and Y, both factorizations of
P(Y, R) coincide and we obtain a parallelism between classical and Bayesian
results. In this case, both classical and Bayesian inference on scale are com-
pletely robust when = ranges in the class R in (1.5). Examples 2.1 and 2.2
illustrate this parallelism between Bayesian and classical robustness.
It is worthwhile to note that some Bayesian robustness results for certain
location models follow directly from Theorem 1. We now assume that Xi
in (2.1) only takes values in Rn+ , the positive orthant of R
n, which simply
means that we restrict attention to those marginal distributions of Y, PY ,
that concentrate all the mass on Y+=Y & Rn+ . By taking natural
logarithms, (2.1) can be transformed to
X -i =+@n+=
-
i , i=1, ..., p, (2.13)
i.e., a pure location model, where +=ln(_) # R, @n is an n-dimensional
vector of ones and the superscript - denotes the coordinatewise natural
logarithm transformation. Clearly, the errors =-i are i.i.d. with =
-
i =
d =-=
R-@n+Y -, where R- and Y - respectively take values in R and Y-+=
[ y- # Rn : y # Y+]. Direct application of Theorem 1 now implies that
posterior inference on + in the model (2.13) only depends on the distribution
of (Y -, R-) through the conditional distribution of R- given Y -, and is thus
perfectly robust with respect to the choice of the marginal distribution of
Y - [on the (n&1)-dimensional manifold Y-+]. An example of this robustness
is now provided.
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Example 2.3. Bayesian inference on the location parameter of an
extreme value distribution.
Assume that p observations are generated from the scale model (2.1),
where the n components of = are i.i.d. following a Gamma distribution with
known mean and variance, both equal to a. Note that this is the distribution
of |Z|1a2, if Z is a random variable with the exponential power distribution
in (1.6) for q=1a. Let R=@Tn = # R+ and Y=(@
T
n =)
&1= # Y+=[ y # Rn+ :
@Tn y=1] correspond to the representation chosen for R
n. Our distribu-
tional assumption on = implies that R is Gamma distributed, independent
of Y, with mean and variance both equal to na, whereas Y has a Dirichlet
distribution with all n parameters equal to a. In terms of the equivalent
location model (2.13), the n components of =- are i.i.d. with p.d.f. in R
p(t)=[1(a)]&1 exp(at) exp[&exp(t)], (2.14)
which, for a=1, is the density of an extreme value (Gumbel) distribution.
Clearly, R- and Y - are independent, the distribution of R- is given through
the p.d.f.
f2(r-)=[1(na)]&1 exp(nar-) exp[&exp(r-)], (2.15)
in R, whereas the distribution of Y - on Y-+=[( y
-
1 , ..., y
-
n)
T # Rn : nj=1 exp
( y-j )=1] corresponds to the Dirichlet distribution of Y on Y+ . From
Theorem 1 we can now deduce that posterior inference on the common
location + in (2.13) remains exactly the same if, instead of pn independent
errors with the extreme-value type distribution in (2.14), we have p inde-
pendent n-variate errors =-i =
d =-=R-@n+Y -, where R- and Y - are
independent, R- has the p.d.f. in (2.15) and Y - has any distribution on Y-+ .
Let us now go back to the general scale model in (2.1) and, again, focus
on inference on scale. In a Bayesian context we can also obtain perfect
robustness with respect to the form of PR | Y , although the results are much
more moderate. In particular, our findings only relate to posterior
moments of the scale parameter rather than to its entire posterior distribu-
tion. Moreover, they rely on a particular prior distribution, namely the
scale invariant Jeffreys’ prior with density p(_) B _&1, and can only be
obtained for the case of one observation X=_==_RY from (2.1). These
findings are based on the fact that the conditional distribution of R given
(Y, 4) is then just PR | Y , as shown in (2.3). Thus, for any : # R,
E(_: | X )=4:E(R&: | Y, 4)=4:E(R&: | Y ),
i.e., the posterior expectation of _:, provided it exists, only depends on
PR | Y through its (&:)th moment. Since, from Theorem 1, PY does not
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affect the posterior distribution of _, we obtain perfect robustness of
E(_: | X ) when = ranges in the very large class of n-variate distributions
where PY is left free and only the (&:)th moment of PR | Y is specified.
We stress again that this robustness of the : th posterior moment with
respect to the form of PR | Y only holds for a single n-variate observation,
X, and does not extend to independent sampling from (2.1). The reason is
that such robustness relies on the scale invariance of Jeffreys’ prior for _,
which can then absorb the influence of R and preserve the product struc-
ture when we transform from (_, Y, R) to (4=_R, Y, R). In the case of
independent sampling we would need as many individual scale parameters
(with Jeffreys’ prior on each of them) as vector observations in order to
achieve such robustness.
Finally, in practice, we may want the scale parameter _ to have some
further meaning in terms of sampling properties of the observables. A
natural such condition would be, for example, V(X | _)=_2In , i.e., where
_2 describes the variance of the sampling distribution. This condition trans-
lates into V(=)=V(RY )=In , which is clearly not fulfilled in general, unless
we impose some restrictions on the distribution of (Y, R). Thus, in order
for _2 to have the interpretation of the sampling variance, we need to
narrow down our previous classes of distributions through incorporating
this moment condition into the distribution of (Y, R).
3. INFERENCE ON THE SCALE IN THE REGRESSION MODEL
Let us now consider the model
X=b(;)+_=, (3.1)
where X is an n-variate vector observation, = is an n-dimensional random
variable (the distribution of which does not depend on ; and _), _>0 is
the scale parameter and b(;) is the location, parameterized in terms of a
vector ; # B/Rm(mn) through a known function b( } ) from Rm to Rn.
Again, using (1.1), we shall represent = as
==RY.
Important examples of (3.1) are the standard location-scale model, where
b(;)=; with ; # Rn, the case of a common location, where b(;)=;@n with
scalar ;, and the regression context, where b( } ) depends on a matrix of
exogenous variables D.
Given ;, (3.1) leads to the pure scale model X&b(;)=_=, and the
results of the previous section can thus be applied to the conditional
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posterior distribution of _ [i.e., the distribution of _ given (X, ;)]. Since,
however, interest usually focuses on marginal rather than on conditional
posterior inference, we need to integrate out ; from the conditional
posterior distribution of _ given (X, ;), using the marginal posterior
distribution of ; given X. As the latter distribution typically depends on
both PR | Y and PY , our robustness results in the previous section may not
carry over to marginal posterior inference on _. In particular, the robust-
ness with respect to the choice of PY (Theorem 1), no longer holds after
integrating out ;. On the other hand, the robustness with respect to the
choice of PR | Y presented at the end of Section 2 can be shown to also
apply to marginal posterior inference on _ in the context of (3.1). This
section is devoted to establishing and discussing this result.
We assume that X is generated by the model in (3.1), and that the prior
distribution of (;, _) has the product structure
D(;, _)=D;_D_ ,
where D; is any _-finite measure on B
and D_ has density p(_) B _&1. (3.2)
Following the same reasoning as in Section 2 [see (2.3)], the scale
invariance property of D_ leads to the following joint distribution for
(;, 4=_R, Y, R):
D(;, 4, Y, R)=D;_D4_PY_PR | Y , (3.3)
where D4=D_ . From (3.3) it is immediate that for any : # R,
E(_: | X, ;)=E(_: | Y, 4, ;)=4:E(R&: | Y, 4, ;)=4:E(R&: | Y ), (3.4)
where (Y, 4) are the coordinates of X&b(;) in the representation chosen
for Rn. In order to obtain E(_: | X ), we need to compute the expectation
of E(_: | X, ;) with respect to the distribution of ; given X. Using Theorem
2 of Ferna ndez et al. (1997) we know that, under the prior in (3.2), the
joint distribution of (X, ;) does not depend on PR | Y [i.e., it is exactly the
same for any choice of = in the class S in (1.4)]. Obviously, the same
will hold for the marginal posterior distribution of ;, provided it exists,
which immediately implies that E(_: | X ) only depends on PR | Y through
E(R&: | Y ). The following Theorem highlights this finding.
Theorem 2. Consider an n-variate observation X from (3.1), and the
prior in (3.2). Then, for any : # R, E(_: | X ), provided it exists, only depends
on PR | Y through E(R&: | Y ).
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Theorem 2 thus establishes perfect robustness of the : th order marginal
posterior moment of _, provided it exists, when = ranges in a subclass of
S in (1.4) characterized by a certain fixed value of E(R&: | Y ).
Often, the underlying distribution P1 in the class S is given through a
p.d.f., say f1( } ), for the polar angles w. In that case, we can deduce from
Ferna ndez et al. (1997) the following expression for the joint distribution
of (X, ;):
D(X, ;)(A_B) B |
A_B
&x&b(;)&&n2 s(w)&1 f1(w) dx D;(d;), (3.5)
for each pair of measurable sets A/Rn and B/B, and where & }&2 stands
for the Euclidean norm, w are the angular polar coordinates of x&b(;)
and s(w) is the factor in the Jacobian of the polar transformation that
depends on w. Using the expression for f1(w) provided by Ferna ndez et al.
(1997) in the "-spherical case, we obtain that &x&b(;)&&n2 s(w)&1 f1(w)=
["[x&b(;)]]&n in that context. Propriety of the posterior distribution
requires that the marginal distribution of X, computed from D(X, ;) in (3.5),
is _-finite. As noted in Ferna ndez et al. (1997), in most practically relevant
situations [like e.g., any "-spherical class where "( } ) is such that the isoden-
sity sets do not touch the origin], the latter requirement will not be met in
the pure location-scale model, where b(;)=;, and ; # Rn is not restricted
to a lower dimensional subspace. Thus, in order to have a well-defined
posterior in the Bayesian model (3.1)(3.2), we typically require a regres-
sion context with m<n. Provided that the posterior distribution exists, we
can now combine (3.4) and (3.5) to obtain an exact expression for
E(_: | X ):
E(_: | X )=
B 4:E(R&: | Y ) &X&b(;)&&n2 s(W )
&1 f1(W ) D;(d;)
B &X&b(;)&&n2 s(W )
&1 f1(W ) D;(d;)
, (3.6)
where (Y, 4), 4>0, Y # Y, are the coordinates of X&b(;) in the represen-
tation chosen for Rn and W denotes the angular polar coordinates of
X&b(;).
In an applied setup, we may require that _ has some further meaning in
terms of sampling properties of the observables, such as
V(X | ;, _)=_2In , or, equivalently, V(=)=V(RY )=In . (3.7)
This implies a moment restriction on P(Y, R) . As a consequence, we can not
just consider any class S in (1.4), since certain choices of PY [P1 in the
notation of (1.4)] will preclude (3.7). Once we have a valid choice for PY ,
we still need to restrict the corresponding class S by only considering
those distributions PR | Y for which (3.7) is fulfilled. There are, nevertheless,
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many rich classes of n-variate distributions that are compatible with these
assumptions, as will be illustrated in the ensuing examples.
Example 3.1. lq -spherical distributions with unitary variance.
Assume the model in (3.1), X=b(;)+_=, where = is an n-dimensional
random vector following an lq -spherical distribution with unitary variance,
for some fixed value of q # (0, ]. We further consider the prior distribu-
tion in (3.2).
Following Osiewalski and Steel (1993), if = is lq -spherical,
E(=)=0 and V(=)=c&1q E["q(=)
2] In , (3.8)
where "q( } ), defined in (1.3), coincides with the lq -norm for q1,
c=
3n
n+2
, and cq=c
1 \1+1q+ 1 \1+
n+2
q +
1 \1+3q+ 1 \1+
n
q+
for finite q.
The unitary variance assumption [as in (3.7)] implies E["q(=)2]=cq ,
defining a subset of the class of lq -spherical distributions through fixing the
second order moment of R="q(=).
Applying (3.6) to :=&2 with f1(w) corresponding to lq -sphericity, the
posterior mean of the precision takes the following form, common to all
distributions in this restricted lq-spherical class:
E(_&2 | X )=cq
B ["q[X&b(;)]]&(n+2) D;(d;)
B ["q[X&b(;)]]&n D;(d;)
. (3.9)
From (3.8) follows that E(Y )=0 and V(Y )=c&1q In , where Y=="q(=). It
is then easy to see that V(=)=In for any choice of PR | Y such that E(R | Y )
does not depend on Y and E(R2 | Y )=cq . From (3.6), the expression in
(3.9) for E(_&2 | X ) extends to this wider class. However, the case of inde-
pendence between R and Y, i.e., the subset of the lq-spherical class, seems
the most interesting from a practical perspective. For instance, we know
that, in the continuous case, all distributions for = will only then share the
same isodensity sets.
Example 3.2. Linear regression with elliptical errors.
Let us consider the model X*=D;+_=*, where =* is an n-variate
elliptical random vector with mean zero and a known positive definite sym-
metric covariance matrix V, and D is a known n_m matrix of full column
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rank with n>m. In terms of X#V &12X* and =#V &12=*, we have a
linear regression model with a spherical error vector,
X=V &12D;+_=,
where E(=)=0 and V(=)=In , which directly fits into the framework of
(3.7). Since = follows a spherical distribution, Y==&=&2 is uniformly
distributed over the unit sphere Sn&1 and independent of R=&=&2 . As
the covariance matrix of the uniform distribution over Sn&1 is 1n In [see
Fang et al. (1990, p. 34)], we obtain E(R2)=n as the only restriction on
the distribution of R=&=&2 , which can also be seen from the previous
example with q=2.
Under the prior density p(;, _)= p(;) p(_) B _&1, the marginal
posterior density for ;, derived from (3.5), takes the form
p(; | X )= p(; | X*)= f mS (; | n&m, ; , _^
&2DTV &1D),
which corresponds to the m-variate Student-t distribution with n&m
degrees of freedom, location vector ; =(DTV &1D)&1 DTV &1X*, and
precision matrix _^&2DTV &1D, where _^&2=(_^2)&1=(n&m)[(X*&D; )T
V &1(X*&D; )]&1.
Integrating E(_&2 | X*, ;), obtained as in (3.4), with p(; | X*), leads to
the posterior mean of the inverse variance
E(_&2 | X*)=n |
Rm
1
(X*&D;)T V &1(X*&D;)
_f mS (; | n&m, ; , _^
&2DTV &1D) d;
=_^&2,
common to all spherical distributions for = with unitary variance. From
(3.6) follows that the latter expression for E(_&2 | X*) also applies in the
wider class where Y and R are no longer independent but PR | Y is such that
E(R2 | Y )=n (while PY is uniform over S n&1). If, in addition, E(R | Y )
does not depend on Y, _2 keeps its interpretation as the sampling variance.
Since _^2 is an unbiased estimator of _2, we have, for any elliptical
distribution of =* with a fixed covariance matrix V, an interesting classical-
Bayesian parallel:
E(_&2_^2 | ;, _)=1 and E(_^2_&2 | X*)=1,
first noted by Osiewalski and Steel (1996).
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Finally, we remark that the robustness results in this section only hold
for the case of one single n-variate replication of (3.1), since they crucially
hinge upon the scale invariance of the prior distribution for _, which is lost
after one observation (see also the penultimate paragraph in Section 3).
From the findings in Ferna ndez et al. (1997) follows that, in order to
obtain such robustness under independent sampling from (3.1), it is
required that each vector observation has its own scale parameter. Since
our interest here focuses on a particular scale parameter, we have only
considered one n-variate observation X.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Bayesian robust inference on the scale parameter under i.i.d. sampling
from the pure scale model in (2.1) is seen to hold for any prior. In
particular, we have found perfect robustness with respect to the marginal
distribution of Y. The Bayesian perspective clearly shows that inference on
the scale based on only R (as is the case for classical inference based on
some natural pivotal quantities) involves a loss of information, unless R
and Y are independent. However, under independence between R and Y,
we have a perfect parallel between robustness of sampling theory inference
based on any function of R and of Bayesian inference.
If we are interested in the posterior moments of the scale parameter in
the context of the regression model (3.1) under the prior (3.2), we find that
a Bayesian analysis will lead to exactly the same values for such moments
when = ranges over a certain subclass of S in (1.4). As an interesting example,
the posterior mean of the precision (inverse variance) of the observables
will only depend on the distribution of R given Y through the second order
moment E(R2 | Y ), so fixing the latter will naturally lead to robustness.
This result, however, crucially depends on the particular choice of the prior
for _ made in (3.2), and does not extend to independent sampling from
(3.1). In the special case of a linear regression model with elliptical errors,
this finding also has a classical counterpart (which, however, does not rely
on ellipticity).
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1
We present the proof for the case of one single observation X=_==_RY
from (2.1); the extension to repeated sampling is straightforward.
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The joint distribution of (_, Y, R), denoted by D(_, Y, R) , can be factorized
as
D(_, Y, R)=D__P(Y, R)=D__PY_PR | Y ,
where D_ denotes the _-finite prior distribution of _. Transforming from
(_, Y, R) to (_, Y, 4), where 4=_R, we obtain for any measurable sets A
and B
D(_, Y, 4)[(_, y, *) : _ # A, ( y, *) # B]
=D(_, Y, R)[(_, y, r) : _ # A, ( y, _r) # B]
=|
BM
|
A
PR | Y= y[r : _r # B y] D_(d_) PY (dy), (A.1)
where BM=[ y # Y : ( y, *) # B for some *>0] and B y=[*>0 : ( y, *)
# B]. From (A.1) it is immediate that the conditional distribution of _
given (Y, 4), provided it exists, does not depend on PY . As (Y, 4) are the
coordinates of X in the representation chosen for Rn, Theorem 1 follows.
Marginal Distribution of (Y, 4)
In order for the conditional probability distribution of _ given (Y, 4) to
be defined, we require that the marginal distribution of (Y, 4) is _-finite.
This marginal distribution, derived from (A.1), takes the form
D(Y, 4)(B)=D(_, Y, 4)[(0, )_B]
=|
BM
|

0
PR | Y= y[r : _r # B y] D_(d_) PY (dy). (A.2)
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